TIME TO CHANGE IT (2009)
Riding and ruling
Everybody makes their sacrifices
Everybody needs a place to go
Watch’em meet and hear’em throw their races
Your fear has gone and turned into a flow
Deep in the night, deep in the night
The light is low
Wheels turn round and greet the lord
Evil engines, strumming down the city
We don’t care about a safety zone
Ride the devil we have never parted
Just beware the strong arm of the law
Deep in the night, deep in the night
The light is low
Wheels turn round and greet the lord
Riding and ruling
or suicide?
Chasing and fooling
the devil’s bride
Riding and ruling
or suicide?
Chasing and fooling
We can get it right
Deep in the night, deep in the night
The light is low
Wheels turn round and greet the lord
Riding and ruling
or suicide?
Chasing and fooling
the devil’s bride
Riding and ruling
or suicide?
Chasing and fooling
Marry her alright
Enemy daggers
Stabbing me, enemy daggers are haunting me

Suffering, I’ll do it my way
Stabbing me, enemy daggers are haunting me
Suffering, I’ll do it my way
Money game, hall of fame, stupid celebrities
Surging pain, I’ll do it my way
From liberty to statue blues
A bunch of legless kangaroos
Forgetting you is like loving a lover
Everyday I dream about it
Doing away with the likes of you bothers
shout it out loud
How can I find a way out?
Left or right, front or backwards?
Let us gather a crowd
I know you by your sound
tell me why was I frustrated
Let us gather a crowd
Failing me, enemy daggers can’t get at me
Jealousy? I do it my way
Hall of fame, end of game, Saturday, I am free
You can see I do it my way
Forgetting you is like loving a lover
Everyday I dream about it
Doing away with the likes of you bothers
shout it out loud
How can I find a way out?
Left or right, front or backwards?
Let us gather a crowd
I know you by your sound
tell me why was I frustrated
Let us gather a crowd
How can I find a way out?
Left or right, front or backwards?
Let us gather a crowd…
Find me out
Left or right, front or backwards?
Let us gather a crowd
I know you by your sound
tell me why was I frustrated
Let us gather a crowd

I want it all
Headstrong by nature, I
ever was and stay
There’ll be no doubt to wreck my soul
Welcome to see me while
I’m running my own play
No matter if I’m loved or hated there
So wary of your embraces and terror
I’m only looking for a way to obey my own self
I want it all, I want it now, I want it here
I want it free of charge and toll
I want it more, I want a life, I want it like I need a love
that drives me insane
Became the major of nights
waking everywhere
roaming the urban desert zone
right under city lights
breeder of affairs
a new kind of myself was showing
So wary of your embraces and terror
I’m only looking for a way to obey my own self
I want it all, I want it now, I want it here
I want it free of charge and toll
I want it more, I want a life, I want it like I need a love
that drives me insane
out of my mind and great
So wary of your embraces and terror
I’m only looking for a way to obey my own self
I want it all, I want it now, I want it here
I want it free of charge and toll
I want it more, I want a life, I want it like I need a love
that drives me insane

Face in the rain
I don’t know why you’re cold as ice
I don’t know what it is

the dream that started in paradise
has wound up in abyss
I’m a runaway
I’m a runaway
Ooh, on and on…
I don’t know why you close your eyes
I don’t know what it is
Blood runs cold, my body cries
I never felt like this
I’m a runaway
I’m a runaway
Ooh, on and on
I know I can’t trust in heaven
I know that God went insane
You know I can’t trust in heaven
I recall your face in the rain
You said I’d be cool if I trusted you blind
the more I suffered and missed
but I was lonely when I made up my mind
discovered I wasn’t kissed
I’m a runaway
I’m a runaway
Ooh, on and on
I know I can’t trust in heaven
I know that God went insane
You know I can’t trust in heaven
I recall your face in the rain

Final fight
Can you feel it
Can you feel it inside
Can you hear it
Can you hear it at night
Come and feel it
get a hold of me tight
lay your hand on me
make me feel alright

Good and evil
shock and wonder
start to run, try to get away
take a ride in the line of fire
Common, common, common
We are a little bit crazy
We are the keepers of lost insanity
Tonight’s the night to be crazy
Common, common,
This be our final fight
Come and feel it,
come and savour the day
Life’s your one and
only stage to play
Come and feel it
Get a hold of me tight
Call up what’s creeping
in the dark behind
God and devil
shock and wonder
start to run, try to get away
take a ride in the line of fire
Common, common, common
We are a little bit crazy
We are the keepers of lost insanity
Tonight’s the night to be crazy
Common, common,
This be our final fight

Higher ground
I can’t hide and I’m concerned
for it’s sure to track me down, yeah
I should never ever turn…
but it sends me rolling
I know my brain says never mind
Can I stand the pain?
I go round and round and round and
like a can of tin
only kicked into the gutter
How it likes the spin!

and I drown, and I drown, and I drown, and I drown
running blood, down the forehead
listen to me
cold blood, down the forehead
Our Saviour in Heaven won’t
take me to the other side
and make me sound
I am losing the higher ground
and I’ve wasted all my life
every shot wants loading
I feel the emptiness inside
Can a loser win?
went around and round and round and
wound up paralyzed
but a few powerful strides
freed me from my ties
was so lonely, lonely, lonely, lonely
running blood, down the forehead
listen to me
cold blood, down the forehead
Our Saviour in Heaven won’t
take me to the other side
and make me sound
I am losing the higher ground
and I’ve wasted all my life
running blood, down the forehead
listen to me
cold blood, down the forehead
Our Saviour in Heaven won’t

Raven and swan
Follow me my love, I flew away,
leaving your true heart alone.
I can see in your eyes when I dream,
taste the tears you shed at home.
One moment changed it all.
Your white swan is under magic spell.
This ravens life is mine
To become

One – Raven and swan
They both are one
Raven and swan are one
Sorcerer in black, this wicked man
took my life under control.
Now I’m winged in black, fly in the night,
wait for you to free my soul.
I’m waiting in the dark.
If you’d only find a way, love set me free.
This raven is a swan
To become
One – Raven and swan
They both are one
Raven and swan are one

Storm warning
Storm warning, men running,
rain drumming, gallon-like
About to anihinlate my life
drowning the time we had in sight
A muddy beggar, staggering ahead
another push, he topples over twice
face all dead and red
Electric power, humming in the air
everything and everyone in flight
suddenly we’re in despair
While the world keeps turning
it’s no longer alive
Mother nature burning
while we’re trying to survive
While the world keeps turning
pointed on a knife
Hope we’re not the first of generations
doomed to pass and die
Global warming, sky roaring,
land sliding, blaze alight
broadcast all around the clock
We know everything and can’t make it right?

We lost the feeling, blind like in the night
A devastation of enormous size
We don’t realize
The human power, meant to save and care
vanishing and helpless on the ground
Suddenly we’re in despair
While the world keeps turning
pointed on a knife
Hope we’re not the first of generations
doomed to pass and die

Time to change it
You’ve been searching
you’ve seen different lives on your way
so exciting a price you just
don’t wanna pay
bits were beautiful
bits weren’t worth the time
still you’re hanging on
to changing
go on fighting
you’ve seen different times on your way
you got past their laughter
returning to a simple rule
of the game
though it’s animal
and they call it a crime
you’re still hanging on
to changing
why not pass by all true lies
sucking the marrow
out of our lives
no one ever left this scene
staying the same he`d always been
it’s time to change it,

it’s time to change it

why not pass by all true lies
sucking the marrow
out of our lives
no one ever left this scene

staying the same he`d always been
kicks me right outta my mind
I leave my sences behind
I hate losing control
burning from head to toe

Under the moonlight
Under the moonlight
you feel sad at night
you’ve been in tie
now you’re so alone
Under the moonlight
grows a better life
no matter why
You feel so strong
When the coldest dream is over
When the sun’s outdoing evil powers
And when your time has come and
discovered luck’s failed you so long
Under the moonlight
things are magnified
so close tonight
almost foreign emotions
Under the moonlight
You are by my side
withstand the tide
conquer the sea
When the coldest dream is over
When the sun’s outdoing evil powers
And when your time has come and
discovered luck’s failed you so long
Keep the fire inside
Back to reality
No need to hide
Ball of fire
Let the flame burn inside

Feeding and saving me
I’ve learned to survive

SIGNS (1999)
MEN OF NO RETURN
Quiet observers
Face to face
Monumental miracles
Fascinating symbols instigate a dream
Find myself in antiquated scenes
I won’t believe in you
Telling me what is true
I can tell fake from the real
Split identity
Who used to take the steering wheel?
I won’t forget the things I feel
We know hearts are bleeding
Gifts from missing
Heroes
Men of no return
Locked up the world behind those
Secrets in the sand
Forgot to tell us where to find
The key to understand
We can’t see anything behind
Arrangements lying in our way
We just have to save ‘em from decay
Precise arrival times
Are spinning round my mind
Prodigies of outer space
Fascinated people waking from a deal
A different kind has snatched the wheel

GOLDEN AGE
You can’t judge
On you own
What’s right and what’s wrong
Undeterred by the world
Don’t you overlook?
The signs of the past
That have not died as of yet it’s on
You to defy to the spirit of the time
Time’s past its prime need
To jump across the line
Bite a piece off the
Days of yore it tastes like
Wine discovered after
Years of time common and
You can’t judge
On you own
What’s right and what’s wrong
Undeterred by the world
Don’t you fail to see
The signs on the page
From our golden age
I feel you’re the
One to defy to the spirit of the time
Time’s past its prime need
To jump across the line
I close my eyes for a while
Associate ideas
When something new is born
The older will be torn
Dump insolence
We came from a long line of nobility
I want to stay for a rerun

IN THE PICTURE
Laid so low

It felt so strange
I had to stop to rearrange
A light so bright
Inside my brain
I fought with might and main
A fever is killing me
Creeping and burning
Spreading all night and day
Insatiable yearning
Hey you will never see
Me running away
Cause I have to be
In the picture
Hear just what I say
I don’t have an idea
What’s going on?
From where did you come?
What’s your mission?
Though they lurked
Still out of range
I made a bow before the strange
When they introduced themselves
I recognized
My own brain-cells
Fear in the neighbourhood
Of hope and commitment
Dreams had a bigger size
Than I’d ever witnessed

SLAVES OF THE DESERT
Skin burnt to leather
Endless the pain
Struggling against the heat
A people to die for
A building Campaign
Treated like lifeless meat
Brought here to follow
The orders of friends
Driving the lot insane
Shuffling in circles

Degraded to vehicles
A caravan of pain
And their sorrow will last still tomorrow
And they long for a poisonous arrow
A thousand tons of stones a day
Dragged along the Nile
Meant to cheer a sinister priest
And Stuck into a pile
Perfect programmes
Inventive brains
High proficiency
You celebrate a clan
But you forget those men
Who left their marks on me
A song from the desert
Revealing its secret to me
Easily – I hear the creed
The kings of the desert
Concealing their glamour from me
‘ cause they feel – what I need

SIGNS
Peace on the shore
Just a man coming to the end
Waves on ice
Barely half the size
Of the flood he had seen
Then nature came
Out of a winter’s lethargy
Paradise when right through his eyes
It was just memory
Take my life tomorrow
Will you please allow me delay?
Need a day I belong anyway
To the night
He’d used to be
Faster than any other man
Where’d it gone because the final sum
Couldn’t run to a name

His broken frame
Straightened when
He called up the man
Of the past that’s not made to last
He would disdain to believe
Frozen and tired and weak was his body
He did not seem to worry
Only one thing can
Be of avail and
This is the hope to stay

WELCOME DEMON
On top of a high mountain
I ran here sheltering myself
Hot dryness pure silence
Before the storm
Broken trees all around me
Burning leaves
The work of a baleful demon
Hounding me
The wind of prey is following me
It won’t subside, no place to hide
Another high mountain
Feel a tremor to its centre
Eruption and silence again
After the storm
Token rings of cruelty
Around my head
The end of the earth was tried out
On the smallest scale
Welcome demon I will fight my way
Till I’ll be fearsome
Much more reckless a deadly necklace
Welcome demon never gonna yield
Till I’ll be fearsome
You’ll be on my mind till your final sigh
Some of us die without a sigh
Only full of idle pride
I should regret it better forget it

Coming watching winning
If we keep on killing treasures
We’ll kill as well our future pleasures
Demons keep the reins on men
Ariel was one or ‘em

I boarded the king’s ship
Now in the waist, the deck
In every cabin I flam’d amazement
Sometimes I’d divide
And burn in many places
On the top-mast, the yards and bowsprit
Would I flame
(Shakespeare)

BORN BASTARDS
Full speed dazzling our concepts
Complete disorder random access to the world
We’re seized belief in human power
Convinced there’s a definition for everything
I’d like to know if we’re the only kind around
We used to feel superior and not on any account just like
Born bastards
Who can’t fully trust in the evolution?
Born bastards
Who can’t tell they could remember
Born bastards
Bear the genes of foreign and native ancestors
Born bastards
Expunged their alien nature far too long
Standards meet the needs of any man
One more scandal for a mesmerized gathering
A heartbeat double explanation
A blue vein bursting with an ancient legacy

THE LIAR
Watch me when I’m in my place
A happy smile across my face
No matter what’s at stake
There’s nothing I can’t take

Crises and a bitter story
I’m great for staging sorry
And when I leave the screen
It’s coming out of me
Look at me I’m not a liar
Let me answer your desire
Want to waste your money
For the scandals coming
These won’t touch me any more
I know the way it can be cured
The medicine’s for free
I take it from TV
Might I know?
Why your tears fall
Thanks to you
Thank you for being helpful
Come to where you haven’t been
Where virtue takes the part of sin
Your problems only count
As long as we’re around

NAILED TO THE SHADE (1998)

APOLLO 13
Houston we’ve got problems
Do you feel our mood?
Covered miles a distance
Approaching the moon
A loud noise
No choice
To end our mission
Without a break
A challenge wisely calculated
Going to extremes
Madly lunatic
Won’t make history
Fade into space solely

One way is leading back to you
Chasing an aim gonna pay for the news
We go through hell finally
Have a sensation of the devil
Clad in disguise face to toes
A deafening explosion
Stuck in mystery
Systems in confusion
We’re losing energy
The vital powers suffocated
Heating oxygen
The volunteers out of
A million people
Facing fate again
Floating so lonely
Sheer action and pace
Sort of routine
Now we’re counting our days

CONFIDE IN YOU
Be my delight and disregard my
Loneliness inside let’s keep on trying
Stronger our alliance is on a trial
I still confide in you
So short of time we live in the speed of light
We cannot comprehend it’s far too fast you’re
Run down wanna be your shelter
Tear away from uncertainty
Will you ever learn we’re in a snare?
When the sun sets we’re alone without a light
How can you say I don’t care don’t you realize
We depend on the same rules of life
Always adored the features of your face
I hope you feel alike you’d lose your hold if
I laid my remembrance of
Lonely eyes empowers me to stay
Now and again
I was nigh to give in
Lend me your hand with a smile
Besides barricades can’t hold on my raids

Hold on for a moment
And brush away my sins
To comfort urgent pains it’s alright

GONE
A great affair is due to come
My head’s assembling
Pieces of past years
See a fragment that’s been gone
Others are staying
Day after day a coloured century
Full of ambitions and mighty mistakes
Doubt and faith cannot be untied
Fortune is turning terms
Turns the perspective of sight
A dangerous enterprise guiding you
To oncoming lights
E=mc² since 1905
Motor-driven airplanes coming alive
Tchaikovsky Leonard Bernstein
Celebrities around the world
London Paris did not worry
Cause they forget Berlin
It kept a hold on Europe
And won initially
Blood replaced by liquid iron
Agents of calamity
This century
A reflection of uncertainty
Time goes on no interruption
People come and go
On the screen an everlasting show
Championships in Munich, Oslo, Helsinki, L.A.
Submarines united spacelabs
Formula 1 and 3
Business and corruption
Feed a pile of men
Seeking for technology
And immortality
Trapped in communication

Sheep and apes are cloned
Hong Kong given back to China
Limits coming down

IN THE DARK
You’re telling me the danger is gone
Is it really true
You laugh at my anxious life
I fear what I chose
You say there’s no reason to break
Into a sweat down here
All ways are allowed dark
I am the ideal trusty tool no will
Was in quest of quiet not the thrill
Nothing more can’t stand no more shocks
Nothing more can’t dwell on grounds of shadows
… of shadows
Praying for you
Waiting for you sign
Pointing at the sun
Praying for you and
A sunbeam for us
Freeing our souls

MEMORIES
Deep down heading for a destination
Down where my knowledge grows
Deep down on a pavement of visions
I can see all being left for good
Stand in cruel lights
Bad dreams I go blind
I flee from the lights of this city
Leaving rotten odds behind
Even if they’re handsome or pretty
When you rely on ’em you’re betrayed
Memories are melodies
Feeding you mind the sense of
A sound instead of clues they have

Come on and feel it
Dirty tricks played on me unrebelled since
I don’t try to steal away
I only wait for amendment be attentive
Queens of fresh musicians
Playing along my way of life
It’s Sunday the worst day
An enemy an awful torture
A dream is slaying me like a sword
It’s me who’s forced to live soul’s melody
Within I’m a violent composer
I pay no heed to moral signs
I don’t need to be cut to oblivion
Can’t hold on I’m out of time

NAILED TO THE SHADE
I pour another mourning
Over the drunkard I am
Sought to reach for you
Competing with this silence
Tried to defy your fatality
You’d been lurking
So close to me
I won’t surrender
Never surrender no
My ruined system
Is getting weak
Have lost all traces
I’m waiting for a spell
That will set me free
I am bad and drowned
Our dreams collide
Can’t bring me down
Oh how I wish
To escape from the devil
Greedy for a kill
Growing impatience
Caught my ego
He reduced my soul

I’m weary in my mind
Creating his design
Fought me ego…

NO RELIGION
Sceneries giving me an answer
On the verge of being blown asunder
How many lies
Said in the guise of Jesus
The sinners see their
Mendacities in heaven
Nothing more frightening me
No prayers no sights of sadness
Tell me one appeasing ground
For their existence
I don’t like them to ignore our dignity
Let ’em play again the mastermind-messiah
Gonna be bedevilled to decay
No religion people devastate their sovereignty
Superstition will steer us into error
No religion can avail against dilemmas
We don’t wanna lose control
High time we quit it
Don’t give adman about that shit
Check it out you
Fossils go away retreat

NOT WITH ME
Digging my way through the world
I am digging for inspiration
Follow my mind walking a mental lane
I was seen even doomed to be natural
Which is solely one notion of mine?
Missing a vision
Wanting in dreams
Opinionated manners
I don’t care for crowds

Seeking a road to the world
I am digging for inspiration
Follow my mind walking a mental lane
I can’t bear egotistical demeanour
I don’t need those nonentities around
Shamming a vision
Persistently
Opinionated manners
I don’t care for crowds
No surrender
Trying people will not harass me
No pretender
Will ever ravage my placidity
What’s the matter I’m apposed to being just a doll?
Stuffed into a bookshelf filled with everything but soul
No surrender
Bowing down is not a game with me not with me

SCHIZOPHENIA (1995)

COMPUTER MADNESS
Sounds of steel and metal voices
Pounding straight into my nerves
Giant walls computers running
Finding no way to break out
They want me terminated now
They’re sacrificing me - sacrificing me
Now I must live in here all time controlled
I bow down to the law
Computer madness
Creating sadness
Tell me what we’ve done
Communications
From machinations
Tell me what we’ve won

Metal gods around the empire
Shout commands to rule the world
People die machine creators
Father robot boys and girls
A cold solution
For revolution
In isolation
Come revelations

DON’T TOUCH ME
I used to live in my dreams
That time is over
Heard a voice and heard a scream
I couldn’t take no more
Now I sit here
Steel chains on my hands
Oh I’m missing you
I don’t understand
Don’t touch me
Don’t stare at me
You should leave me alone
Don’t touch me
Don’t bug me
My life is not your own
Look in this empty room
I have to stay here
Can’t walk away
Don’t know how long I’ll be here
With all the crazy freaks I live
Just keep them far away from me
They only torture my life
Slowly becoming a zombie
I only want to survive
It’s a life of choices
Reaching out a hand
Got to use our voices
Got to make a stand
Looking for an answer
Living for another day
Nothing ain’t infinity
You can find the way

EMPTINESS INSIDE
I look around and wonder
Where I am
I hear a sound from yonder
Can not understand
Just emptiness surrounds me
Echoes fade
Into the distance
A silent roar of madness in my head
Has left my heart in darkness
Might as well be dead
For nothing seems to matter
Anyway there are no reasons
Caught in a capsule in a moment in time
Hallucinations flow – just tricks of my mind
But still a part of me keeps fighting inside
Can’t let go – no, no
If I could only fill my emptiness inside
If I could only find the past I left behind
I know there’s so much more
I could be living for
Right through the secret door
Now suddenly a rumour
Fills the air
It’s growing like a tumour
Spreading everywhere
I feel the cold vibrations
I’m in a state of no resistance
I walk in spiral case and reach out for the skies
I see salvation smiles reflected in my eyes
And now it’s plain to see this isn’t really me
Where is my reality

EVOLUTION
I am lying alone with secrets
Spinning around in my head
Something has somehow escaped me
Something that should have been said
We shouldn’t have lived for the moment
Should have let the barriers fall
We are always on the run

We all try to reach the sun
When something left the ocean
To go on land
An animal began to think
And became man
It was yesterday, yesterday, yesterday
The wheels started rolling
And we built our cars
Rocket ships computers
We flew to the stars
It was yesterday, yesterday, yesterday
We want the power
And we want the best
Fighting and winning
We won’t be the last
Mutant birds are flying
In clouds of smog
Burning rivers full of thrash
And toxic fog
Decayed atmosphere the end is near
The end is hear
Cyborgs marching in the streets
Stealing our Illusions
Government fall to the ground
Ruined by confusion
It was meant to be reality

MONEY CHEQUES CREDITCARDS
In the streets of golden honey
You can get all that you want
If you don’t have the money
That won’t last for long
The plastic is the answer
Take all that you need
Another day in this paradise
Pleasure guaranteed
You’ve forgotten – ‘bout discretion
And you’re about to lose your home
And now you bleed for liberty
In the pleasure dome
There is a man whose coming
There’s no other way

He’ll tell you that your time is up
And now you’ve got to pay
Now you’re broke you’re a runner
On the run from profigunners
Now you’re broke you’re a runner
To get away is all that you want
Now you’re broke
You’re a runner
And you can’t lose that gunner
Now you’re broke you’re a runner
Like a rabbit in a dangerous hunt

NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
Subway station “District A”
You’re waiting for the train
Unbearable noise screaming out
Invasion of your brain
A wounded man lies in filth
I can’t take no more
Close to a nervous breakdown
Last night front page news
A woman got raped
Lots of people saw it all
But there was no escape
Every time the same old story
I can’t hear no more
Close to a nervous breakdown
So close your eyes it will go away
Let everything be okay
There’s no reason to get dirty hands
You can understand
Demonstration protest march
Another point of view
But on the right the cops are there
‘N’ they want nothing new
Breaking limbs and spilling blood
I can’t see no more
Close to a nervous breakdown
Big city it’s like hell
Everything got outta control
University of greed and hate

Where everybody wants to enrol
Close your eyes don’t be scared
It will go away
Close your eyes you are not to blame

ROBOTMAN
Feel like I’m dead
I get out of bed
I drive off to work
And things keep getting worse
I can’t fantasize
All I hear are lies
I know what to do
It’s what they tell me to
I can’t find no system
In my mind
I can’t find the answers
I’ve got feelings like a
Robot man, yeah a robot man
Remote controlled
A deadly friend
Robot man, yeah I’m a Robot man
You’ve killed my soul
I can’t pretend
Robot man it’s all the same each day
Robot man there’s no other way
There is nothing new
What I always do
Locked up in a cage
And I can’t ever change

SCHIZOPHENIA
Psychoanalysing
You are schizophrene
The visions in your fantasy
Damaging your brain
Wanna try to help you
Release you from the pain
Take a round of therapy

Before you go insane
Wait and we’ll find your real identity
One that will help you find the way
We are the saviours of humankind
A ruling dominion of all control
Masters of business and human slime
We are creation a new generation ignites now
Join the new messiah
Gleaming bright in chrome
Break the synchronicity
And leave the mass unknown
Enter computations
Dreams becoming real
Promises delivered by
Centurions of steel

SILENT SCREAM
It’s the same every day
A circle where I stay
I am in my minds own way
It’s a long way to home
To heal insanity
I am in my minds own way
No I don’t know my life is
Secrets I can’t find
All my dreams are closed forever
Leaving me so blind
No I don’t know my life is
Games that I can’t win
Searching for a way to go back
Nowhere to begin
Missing warmth in my life
Only trying to survive
The fear within me never dice
There is no breaking out
All my friends are leaving
Hear the warning now from me

THE LEADER
It was a dream of the human race
Everybody wants to be god
But no one is laughing
‘Cause they know that god is me
I can’t believe that some still don’t see
They do not understand
I need no helping hand
I talk to my T.V.
Ruling the world
From my living room
Reach out to me
I’m all ya need
I’ll set your free
I am your leader
The leader of the streets
I am your leader
You will follow me
I am your leader
Now you better pray
I am your leader
You’ll do what I say
Temptation frustration everywhere
Everybody’s running out of time
There is no happiness
There’s just loneliness
One day they’ll come for you and you’ll resist
Just like it happened once to me
‘N’ then the men in white
Come in to make it right
Still don’t know why I’m here
Like in a dream
That was made for me
Voices come in through the walls
Voices that tell what I should be
The curtain falls
Humanity calls

THE STAND
Straight out of hell
The other side
Life there in the darkness left behind
All that they told me

Were lies that brought me down?
Craziness and pain was all I found
Waiting for a new beginning
Someday in time
D-day is now
Waiting for another chance
Someday we’ll go
A new mission here
Pick up the loose ends
Bring my life into a new direction
Got to just do it do it now
Just do it now
I’ll take the chance
I’m breaking out
Waiting for a new beginning
The time is right
‘N’ this time is now
Waiting for another chance
We are ready now
We’re gonna make a stand, a stand
I’ve seen the winds of change
We’ve got to rearrange
Tear down all these machines
I’ll show you what I mean

VODOO CAN’T SAVE ME NOW
Asphalt runner front door gunner
Coming after you
Wanna share this feeling in my mind
We’ve got facts and we’ve got proof
That we got things right
Follow us and things will be just fine
There ain’t no second choice
You try to understand
They’ll tell you their solution
Then they’ll shake you hand
Empty promises of truth
Freeing you from sin
Still searching for a master in you mind
One for all and all for one

We living on the edge
We start a chain reaction down the line
Let’s forget the guru’s voice
We have always got a choice
No one else can understand like you
Like you do
See the world and realize
This is not true paradise
Go your own way
Don’t think ever twice
Voodoo can’t save me now – save me now
Voodoo can’t save me now – save me now
Leave me alone just let go
We’re living in a dirty town
There’s violence in the streets
Everybody’s looking for a chance
For breaking out
Face to face to win this fight
Hunts me all night long
Gonna show you what this thing is all about

KEEP IT ALL TURNING (1993)

BECAUSE OF YOU
Lead the way down to my city
And show me all the things you would improve
Take them away so that we can rebuild them
I’ll build a place just for me and you
You know what I am like and
You know what I’d like from you
Well the nights keep getting colder
When will the fire ever reach our souls?
Riding on the lightning
‘Till we reach the sea
So cool that it’s frightening
When you’re with me

Because of you I’ve found a reason
The only one I’ve ever known
Because of you I’ve got a feeling
And I don’t wanna see it go no
Now the world keeps growing older
Can you and I face it all alone?
Sailing through the darkness
Seeking for the light
Don’t know what my life is
Make it all right

FIRE IN THE SKY
Two hundred people at the airport
Are waiting for the flight to New York
Nobody wants a suicide
The most of them heading home
FBI and the airline office
Had a call from the devil’s sons
But they see no reason
To stop the starting plane
So they start ‘cause its good weather
A normal flight the same as ever
Nobody knows that there is death on board
No technology can stop him now
Fire in the sky no chance to breaking out now
Fire in the sky there is no security
The killers are blinded from their religion
They wanna start a revolution
But they’re fighting in a war
They will never win
And they kill with modern weapons
Helpless mothers and their children
Cold fanatic terrorists
Are the angels of the beast?

ILLUSIONS
When every word is spoken
About things we’ve done
And every heart is broken again
When the time is over for me and you
We’re starting to play the same old game
I wish it wouldn’t be the last train
It just makes me go insane
Who can give the answer?
Who can bring the light into the dark?
We gonna get close to the edge
This will be the everlasting dance
Oh, was it really all in vain
Now I’m leaving all this pain
Make up your mind to turn the world around
Just Use your illusions
Look into the crystal ball and see
Just use your Illusions
The future so bright
So I can see the light
Years gone by - life goes on
Still the same mistakes by the human race
We try to kill Mother Nature
Live in fear by an atomic disgrace
Why can’t we learn from the past?
In this world our children are the last

I’VE OPENED MY EYES
When you’re alone
You go out on the streets
Hearing the wind you remember
You’re facing the sky
Where the fire begins
And now you can’t fight anymore
You waited too long
It will never come back
Lost in the hand of a stranger
It conquers the sea
It embraces the land

As cold as the eyes of a whore
I feel the beast is coming
The sky is glowing red
And now we are becoming
A world of walking dead
I’ve opened my eyes
And seen my tomorrow
I can feel that the end is near
Slowly we fall
To replenish the earth
But we all know that it’s too late
Each day we live
We just take we don’t give
Destroying the way to survive
We couldn’t know
All the things we do now
Blinded by nature’s constructions
Knowing that we
Have but only one chance
A wait ‘til the saviour arrives

KEEP IT ALL TURNING
I woke up in the middle of a dream
Saw the roll of the dice
Skies of blue fields of endless green
Clouds of fire and ice
We walk on earth and reach out for the stars
Big red letters all the way from Mars
We dream in colour but we live in black and white
See that nature is burning
Feel the ocean is here
We try to keep it all turning
But I can see the fear
I woke up in a world of confusion
Time is right for a change
These dreams were filled up with illusions
They’ve all become so strange
We walk on earth and reach out for the stars
Big red letters all the way from Mars

We dream in colour but we live in black and white
See that nature is burning
Feel the ocean is here
We try to keep it all turning
But I can see the fear

ODYSSEY
Whisper of angels, sing in the darkness
Assuming control
The eyes of a stranger looking upon us
Into our souls
Waves of destruction pounding the woodwork
Into our bones
Steering our will and taking us farther
From our homes
And we’ll sail away from the sun
And into the land of tomorrow
Searching the paths of the night
The stars will show us where to go
When you find the answer to the never ending story
You will know the power of odyssey
Take a trip in fantasy and sail across the ocean
Feel the spirits of our destiny
I feel the time is right please come along with me
We’ll see the ancient dreams and know the way
Of odyssey
Visions and voices, forgotten stories
That need to be told
Ghost of lost sailors bringing us forward
Into the cold
Frightening powers try to destroy us
But we carry on
Know that darkness is never forever
We wait for the dawn
I search for answers now each and every day
I need to find the truth but I can’t find a way
Cross the oceans with odyssey
There’s a power flowing on the endless sea
‘Round the world with the odyssey
Now I need you tell me that you’ll come with me

We’ll get through it if we make our attack
We can do it and we’ll never look back

OPEN FIRE
Cold sensations flowing on and on
My recollections almost gone
The voices that reach me leave me so confused
They come and tell me I’ve been used
Take me to the place
Where I lost my mind
I can’t remember
Take me to the place and I will try to find
Why ain’t my memory telling me?
What I could have done
Until it does I am on the run
And the forces of evil’s lost empire
Open fire
Wake up screaming still I don’t know why
I hear its number before I die
This final command full of hatred and desire
Open fire

POSSESSED BY YOU
Living for the night
There’s a power that excites
So possessed by you
Hiding from the day
You were showing me the way
There was something new
Then you cried out to the moon
Don’t you come back to my room
Just go away
You are the fire
I am so afraid
Can’t you tell me why?
Dark reality
And somehow you call on me

Are you fantasized?
Got no other choices
Because I know the voices
Can’t be exorcised
I once had a dream
And I thought that I would cream
And then there you were
I know it’s a lie
I see it in your eyes
How I can be sure

STRANGER IN THE CITY
You’re sitting and watching
And thinking out your head
There’s one thing you be sure today
The time is running through your hands
Always just the same
And you’re crying out your heart
So many years of wasted time
How do you feel now mama’s fallen angel
In the city you don’t know
Where you can sleep tonight
Down, down dirty in the deep of this town
You’re hanging out on the streets and you remember
When you are young and wild
They said you have to be cool
And when the nights came down
You felt like a fool
You are a stranger in the desert
A looser in the night
So you dance alone
And when you’ve lost your direction
In the big city lights
Then you dance alone
Make your stand and deliver
Straight ahead and live your life
Don’t be a fool no more
Stranger in the city
You are a restless child
Got no place to go
You living in a jungle out of time
What have you seen now?

Thought you were so strong
This is not like before

THE REAPER
Lying here so lonely in grim reality
Something’s come to haunt me I hear the prophecy
I want to run away but I got nowhere to turn
Everywhere I look I can see the fires burn
Always so near
Fortune or fame
It’s still the same
Night falls here comes the reaper
He’s come to take a life
Like dolls he gonna keep ya
He’s there to take another soul
All I can remember it started as a dream
Suddenly so clear that I woke up with a scream
I feel waves of panic spread across the land
Searching just for me like the icy hand
Looking in the past I see that I was blind
Living for each day there is nothing left behind
Thoughts of desperation
Running through my head
Because in the morning I know that I’ll be dead

